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         cover story! 46 cyndi lauper
The Unusual Girl is back with an unpredictably elegant collection  

of pop classics, At Last. Equally unpredictable is the subject of this inter-

view—Cyndi’s stage persona and the woman she reveals behind the scenes 

are as different as frost from fire.  

By Dianne Spoto Shattuck

  black is beautiful54 siouxsie sioux
The original Goth girl, Siouxsie Sioux has become an icon for those who crave 

the dark side. In her new authorized biography, Siouxsie comes clean about the 

band’s facts and fiction, and comes to terms with the pain of her past. By Jaan 

Uhelszki

  a rose in the snow60 emmylou harris
The undeniable godmother of “cosmic Americana” and impeccable taste, 

Emmylou has continued to succeed for three decades, always rising up 

through an often cruel music industry like a rose in the snow.  

By James K. Willcox  

    the piano 65 goddesses
Strange as it may sound, rock ’n’ roll isn’t always about the guitar.  

The piano has played a central role, especially for women. Here we  

give mad props to these gifted goddesses of the keys.

kate bush the sensual girl
exclusive interview! 
While glorious Kate remains a recluse working on a new record, we  

wait patiently for an interview. In the meantime—score! Sylvie Simmons inter-

viewed Kate in ’89, and here the piece is published for the first time. “Ooh, I 

just know that something good is gonna happen / I don't know when / but 

just saying it could even make it happen.”   

tori amos brilliant all these years
Tori sings in her brilliant ballad “Northern Lad,” “I guess you go too far / 

When pianos try to be guitars,” but we forgive her. It’s the going too far 

that makes her a musical priestess to so many. In this exclusive interview, 

Tori tells the tales of her life as a healer, a mother, and, um, a librarian. By 

Dianne Spoto Shattuck 

angels of the ivories
They came. They sang. They tickled ... the ivories, that is. Here we profile the 

definitive, always-influential, genre-spanning piano goddesses, past and 

present. By Bob Gulla 
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